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PAST RESEARCH TOPICS

• Work in defining a novel type of graph with possibly utilizable properties in control and software engineering -
Complex-weighted Structurally Balanced Graph; [27]

• Utilize the Complex-weighted Structurally Balanced Graph to create a novel set of Abstract Semantic Graphs
and use it as a representation for Alloy predicates; [26]

QUESTIONS BY JEFF LEI

Paper[28]: C. S. Xia, Y. Wei and L. Zhang, “Automated Program Repair in the Era of Large Pre-trained Language
Models," 2023 IEEE/ACM 45th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), Melbourne, Australia, 2023,
pp. 1482-1494,
doi: 10.1109/ICSE48619.2023.00129.

Q1: What is the research problem being addressed?

Asmentioned in the original paper, the research problem is evaluating the performances of utilizing the Large Pre-trained
Language Models (LLMs) on automatic program repair (APR). Specifically, the paper takes nine existing pre-trained
LLMs to utilize for automatic bug fixing and compares them to the state-of-the-art traditional APR methods in three
different categories of APR: Complete function generation (take the entire faulty function as input and generate the
patch), Correct code infilling (remove the faulty block of code and generate the part given the context), and Single line
generation (given a faulty line in the code and generate a patched line). The generated patches are ranked with their
entropies (the negative log probability of generating each token) and selected randomly, with the lower entropy patches
having a higher priority but using a temperature parameter to select; lower temperature means more likely to select the
lowest entropy patch.

Q2: What is the main idea of the proposed approach? Explain both how and why the idea works at a high
level, i.e., without referencing low-level technical details.

The main idea of the proposed approach is to utilize the LLMs trained or fine-tuned from the dataset consisting of
preexisting codes into APR. It works on a high level since those LLMs were designed to generate code given contexts
and proper prompts so that they could be used in patch generation following the training data pattern.

Q3: What is your opinion about the strengths/weaknesses of the proposed approach?

Since a set of general-purposed LLMs trained on code as sequential, text-like data exists, it shows a pattern of plausibility
of utilizing those larger models on the tasks specifically for codes. There has been a huge sum of works that considered
the code as direct texts to be used in the sequence-based models [3, 6, 8, 11, 15, 19, 31], a survey of specifically trained-
on-code (or fine-tuned-on-code) LLMs re-asserts the efficiency of those methods. It produces an experimental result
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that outperforms all the state-of-the-art non-ML methods in a limited dataset scope. However, the greatest weakness of
all the previous research is still prevalent here, that is, for logic-blind models that do not really “understand” the logic
between the basic blocks of a code, the generated patterns could be prone to multiple syntactic and semantic errors; as
per mentioned in the experiment, even the largest model cannot eliminate uncompilable patches.

Another significant downside of the LLMs for APR is their generalizability in less-used languages or unfamiliar
program environments. As shown in [12], their performances on the modeling languages, which are more diversified
and logic-strict but with fewer data, could be subpar. It could be partially caused by the logic blindness of the LLMs,
which could not capture the first-order logic in Alloy. Still, another root cause is a lack of patterns that could be found
in the training dataset for the LLMs; that is, if a language has fewer active users contributing to a public code base, the
LLMs would perform subpar on the APR of such language.

QUESTIONS BY CHRISTOPH CSALLENER

Paper[10]: Lample, G., Lachaux, M.-A., Lavril, T., Martinet, X., Hayat, A., Ebner, G., . . . Lacroix, T. (2022). “HyperTree
Proof Search for Neural Theorem Proving.” arXiv [cs.CL]. http://arxiv.org/abs/2205.11491

Q1: On the topics in the paper provide (in your own words) a brief background that an interested
CS-but-not-ML researcher would need to understand your answer of question (2).

The paper provides a deep learning-based method named “HyperTree Proof Search (HTPS)” for the automatic proof
search of formal provers such as Metamath, Lean, and the authors’ custom-defined Equations; given a goal lemma
to be proved, it looks for proof through the proof tree consisting of achievable, expanded subgoals using encoder-
decoder transformers [20]. Consider a goal 𝑔; the authors defined a pair of models, a policy model 𝑃𝜃 and a critic
model 𝑐𝜃 , where the policy model takes the final (root) goal as its input and selects the operations along the way for
the minimized cross-entropy loss of predicted tactics as a standard seq2seq model [18]. The critic model decodes the
output vocabulary to two tokens of either PROVABLE or UNPROVABLE, so for each subgoal in the tree, we have
𝑐𝜃 (𝑔) = 𝑃 (𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑉𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸 |𝑔,𝐶𝑅𝐼𝑇 𝐼𝐶).

To begin with, the authors defined a best-first search policy on the HyperTree for selection that is similar to Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [1]. It expands the nodes down the HyperTree if they are valid proofs, eliminating cycles or
invalid nodes. It utilizes the visit counts of each node as an indicator of the policy model’s prior / confidence in the
estimated value. At each state within the process of the tree exploration, the visit counts and total action values are
recorded. The nodes in the graph are either Solved (at least one tactic leads eventually to an empty set), Invalid (all
tactics are rejected or lead to other invalid nodes), or Unsolved (the state in-between), with recursive definitions. To
assign the recursive definitions to the nodes in the proof tree, a back-propagation that was defined with a value 𝑣𝑇 (𝑔)
as the probability of solution for each node 𝑔 in the tree 𝑇 was computed in each iteration, whereas 𝑣𝑇 (𝑔) = 1 if it
is solved, 𝑣𝑇 (𝑔) = 0 if it is invalid, otherwise computed with as the product of the values of its children subgoals. In
one particular iteration of the back-propagation on a tree 𝑇 with a root goal 𝑔, with a prior on the critic model, each
leaf node is firstly assigned the value by either its solvability or the critic model output, then all parent nodes shall be
updated with regard to the products of values of children, applying recursively; then, for each (goal, tactic) pair in 𝑇 ,
the visit count is incremented and then the total action value𝑊 (𝑔, 𝑡)+ = 𝑣𝑇 (𝑔). Thus, for a tactic 𝑡 on a goal 𝑔, there
would be an estimated value of 𝑄 (𝑔, 𝑡) =𝑊 (𝑔, 𝑡)/𝑁 (𝑔, 𝑡) where 𝑁 is the visit count.

The training process would be online and distributed, utilizing a reinforcement learning technique inspired by
AlphaZero [14]. Once a prover finishes a proof search, two types of training samples would be extracted from its
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hypergraph: the Tactic samples consisting of (goal, tactic) pairs of a minimal proof hypertree of the root node as the
training samples for the policy model; and Critic samples, where all nodes that are either solved, invalid, or with
a significant visit count higher than a threshold. Define 𝑐 (𝑔) = 1 as the training target for solved nodes, 𝑐 (𝑔) =

𝑊 (𝑔, 𝑡∗)/𝑁 (𝑔, 𝑡∗) where 𝑡∗ is the tactic that maximized the search policy at 𝑔, and 𝑐 (𝑔) = 0 for invalid nodes. By
arranging the samples into two separate, finite-sized queues, the models could select samples for training batches.

Since the policy model uses a seq2seq approach like many popular LLMs, it was pre-trained on the raw LaTeX data
on arXiv. Then, the authors put the supervised dataset of theorems in each environment for fine-tuning. After that, the
online training process described above was applied to the models, completing the full pipeline.

Q2: Sketch out one or more ways in which one could potentially integrate your Complex Structurally
Balanced Abstract Semantic Graph (CSBASG) work with the HyperTree work, especially in the context of
Lean. Describe how one would go about evaluating such new work empirically (including which metrics,
datasets, and baselines would be appropriate for such an evaluation). Finally, characterize the scenarios in
which you would expect such new work to perform better than the state of the art and give your intuition
on why this is the case.

Since modeling languages (Alloy, etc.) and formal provers (Lean, Coq, etc.) are built from first-order logic, applying
CSBASG on the latter is intuitive. Note that since CSBASG is a semantic representation built on the code segments
intended for a comparison between two program segments, theoretically, the ASG has nothing to do with the proof
search tree; however, as mentioned in the paper, the proof search tree grows exponentially with the depth, it is possible
to consider a nested graph [34] for the HyperTree representation. One possible thought about utilizing CSBASG is
considering each string substitution in Metamath or reasoning step in Lean as a mutation from the last goal.

Consider a collection of defined types C under Lean, predefined variables in the environment V , and facts of
pre-proven lemmas bootstrapped up from the axioms plus the assumptions F . Write the goal in processing 𝑔 as a
formula of first-order logic. Then, 𝑔 could be written in a CSBASG like we considered a predicate in Alloy; it will have a
root expression and a set of subgoals. For example, given in Figure 3 of the original paper, the root goal 𝑔 is

(𝑚 𝑛 𝑘 : N) (ℎ0 : 𝑛 ≤ 𝑚) : 𝑛 + 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 + 𝑘

which can be written in a standard first-order logic formula

∀𝑚,𝑛, 𝑘 ∈ N, 𝑛 ≤ 𝑚 =⇒ 𝑛 + 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 + 𝑘

where we have the environment with variables𝑚,𝑛, 𝑘 in the type of N, equivalent to a 𝑄𝑡𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 in the implement
of AlloyASG; we add𝑚,𝑛, 𝑘 into the scope of variables V , and then it goes to a 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 with a conditional
expression of 𝑛 ≤ 𝑚 and the result expression of 𝑛 + 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 + 𝑘 . We can create a similar graph representation to an
unpacked CSBASG, as shown in Figure 1. So similarly, we can expect that every subgoal 𝑔 could be easily written as
CSBASG.

One approach to the situation is online training inspired by the Nested Graph Neural Network (NGNN) [34], where
approaches to predict the edge probabilities like GraphGAN [24] or a path-focused graph neural network such as Graph
Transformer Network (GTN) [32] could be used for the outer network. Both inner and outer graphs are rooted - the
root goal 𝑔0 and the root node of each ASG.

For an example sketch of an implementation using CSBASG in this automatic proof objective, we define the critic
model 𝑐 (𝑔) as a preference ranking of going to node 𝑔. An empty ASG that showed a proven ground truth could be
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the edge-unpacked ASG for the Lean example as Figure 3 in [10]. (𝑡, 𝑗 ) as the edge labels mean its 𝑡 -th visit
to the ASG node, and the relation between the parent and the child node is at 𝑗-th position.

assigned all the edges in the outer graph pointing to it with probability 1 and being a leaf / absorbing node (𝑐 (∅) = 1).
At the same time, invalid ASGs should be leaf nodes with probability 0 for all edges pointed to it.

A set of valid formal proofs P could be used as the initial dataset. In the pre-training phase, we could assign each
node in the proof paths a straight 𝑐0 (𝑔) = 1 ∀𝑔 ∈ P. A simple data augmentation could create invalid formulae by
killing mutants 𝑔′ of the intermediate results within the set of valid formal proofs, P′, with 𝑐0 (𝑔′) = 0 ∀𝑔′ ∈ P′. From
these two categories, by utilizing a graph regression method like GCN [9], we could have an initial model 𝑐0 for the
probability of the existence of a proof for a formula CSBASG. Then, in the online reinforcement learning phase, for
each recursively defined goal 𝑔, we begin the selection process by finding all its children in the proof tree, remove any
that looped back to a previous goal, and rank them with the critic model outputting probability of a valid proof 𝑐 (𝑔𝑖 ).

Since each subgoal could only have three states: solved (leads to an empty set), invalid (leads to an invalid ASG), or
unsolved, we could complete the expansion phase to see if the selected approach leads to an empty set or an invalid
node. Then, the back-propagation could be done similarly to Section 4.3 of the original paper [10].

An advantage of this approach is removing the dependency of the Seq2seq models and the pre-training process on the
text dataset (simply noise for the codes) to reduce overfitting. Since CSBASG was defined as a representation without
loss of information and in a formal proof environment, there is usually a reasonable total number of semantic symbols,
a logic-aware, graph-based model could perform better than the original paper by reducing the number of tokens.
However, a no-loss-of-information data model might take too much memory space for some large-scale arguments that
could be put in formal verification.

QUESTIONS BY ISHFAQ AHMAD

Research Plan Involved

(1) A Laplacian Matrix for ASG: By definition, the ASG is directed with a loop. Previous work only mentioned
the Laplacian matrix of directed graphs without loops or undirected graphs with loops [2]. Since the structural
balance requires checking with a Laplacian matrix that grants its properties, it is vital to develop the scheme.
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(2) An Optimized Representation Vector: In the ASG representation, there is a requirement for the syntactic
elements to have their unique signature within (−𝜋, 𝜋). In the current approach, we only did this by a static
assignment, which 1) cannot prevent the identical differences between different pairs of nodes and 2) may not
intuitively indicate the possibilities of the linkages between each node. Optimizing the representation vector
requires a huge dataset of real-life, well-built Alloy models to get a pattern that could be universally applied to
Alloy code segments.

(3) LSM vs LLM for Automated Repair: We want to evaluate the possibility of utilizing machine learning models
to automatically repair Alloy formulas. While there are already some Alloy code interpretation capabilities
for the current LLMs, the performance is currently subpar [12]. Another method could be training a language-
specific model (LSM) for Alloy and Alloy only, possibly utilizing the ASG definition above for a graph-based
model.

(4) Alloy Code Generation with ASG: We plan to explore how to predict the most probable node after a given
Alloy abstract semantic node written by a programmer.

Q1. For each of the above topics, describe what is the main computational challenge, what optimization
schemes you plan to use (cite literature), and identify how you wish to improve that and for what
performance measures.

A1.1. A Laplacian Matrix for ASG. Technically, this has nothing to do with computational aspects, but it requires a
novel mathematical construct to make the graph networks such as GCN [9], GAT [21], or GTN [32] work. In the classic
definition in the Spectral Graph Theory [17], a Laplacian matrix for a directed graph is defined as 𝐿 = 𝐷 −𝐴, where 𝐷 is
a diagonal matrix with 𝐷𝑖𝑖 =

∑𝑁
𝑗=1 |𝑎𝑖 𝑗 |. Even with the more primitive definition, x𝑇 𝐿x =

∑
(𝑎,𝑏 ) ∈𝐸 𝑤 (𝑎, 𝑏) (x(𝑎) −x(𝑏)),

auto-edges are still irrelevant. Some discussions have been about Laplacians of undirected graphs with self-loops
[2, 13, 23]. Still, since a directed graph with complex edge weights is far less mathematically preferable than the
symmetric, positive semidefinite adjacency matrices of the undirected graphs, it is challenging to utilize the properties
of structural balance [27].

A1.2. An Optimized Representation Vector. In common graph networks like GCN [9], the nodes are vectors, but now
we are trying to map it to a complex number. Since by the original working definition of the Complex-weighted
Structurally Balanced Graphs [27], the adjacency matrices have the entries 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 = |𝑤 (𝑖, 𝑗) |∠(𝜃𝑖 −𝜃 𝑗 ), so the difference of
the signatures determines the direction of the edge on the complex plane; that could sometimes confuse an interpreter
if the types of the nodes are not pre-recorded as in the experiment done in last paper [26]. In the paper, we proposed a
baseline of optimization considering the multigraph form:

min
∑︁

𝑖, 𝑗=1...𝑁
I((𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ∈ E)|𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃 𝑗 |,∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 : 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃 𝑗 > 0

A more reasonable modification, considering the multiedges, is then

min
∑︁

(𝑣𝑖 ,𝑣𝑗 ,𝑘 ) ∈E
|𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃 𝑗 |,∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 : 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃 𝑗 > 0

where (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑘) is the 𝑘-th edge drawn between 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 . However, it raises a huge concern about a possible trivial
solution of near-zero equilibrium. So, a common approach should be another optimization constraint that pushes the
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distances away if an edge is not present at each time of evaluation:

max
∑︁

𝑖, 𝑗=1...𝑁
I(∀𝑘 : (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑘) ∉ E)|𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃 𝑗 |

After training this with some regularization, we could consider the probability of an edge between two nodes inversely
proportional to their angular distances. This creates a non-trivial problem, and one intuitive solution could be dual-
annealing [29, 30], which is now, fortunately, a built-in package in SciPy [22].

A1.3-4. LSM vs LLM for Automated Repair and Alloy Code Generation with ASG. The two topics are combined here
because Automated Repair is essentially supervised code generation to infill the buggy holes in a code segment like the
ARP with LLM paper [28]. A previous review of multiple code generation methods [33] has shown that code generation
or APR is now largely confined to two approaches: Language-specific or multi-language models with the NLP-esque
sequence-based techniques [3, 6, 8, 11, 15, 19, 31] that ignoring the internal logic of codes, or directly apply LLMs
[16, 28]. Our LSM would follow a solution in the last subquestion utilizing the graph algorithms and the LLMs as a
benchmark. Since it was shown that LLMs perform poorly on Alloy [12], additional fine-tuning is a solution to improve
the baseline of the LLMs, and there have been some state-of-the-art models such as CodeGeeX [35] on general-purpose
languages, we could see if a fine-tuning on a set of Alloy models could improve its categorial performance in Alloy and
even other specification languages.

Q2. Also, these future plans seem to be disjoint, each presenting its own research threads. What is their
interrelationship? Which one is a higher priority and why.

The ultimate goal for these plans is toward a common goal of code generation - either patch generation for APR or
directly generating code from scratch (Plan Objectives 3 and 4). We could consider a per-tier approach for a comparison
of different machine-learning-based constructions toward this common goal:

• Tier 1. Shallow model by dual-annealing with the minimizer and maximizer representation vector optimizations,
as mentioned in A1.2. Directly looking for the syntactic and semantic elements within the circle on the complex
plain could be a method to complete the incomplete code segments. Still, it is only likely to work as an
unsupervised model to generate random Alloy codes given some temperature that determines the probabilities
of the next node.

• Tier 2. Deep, graph-aware models which are expected to be focused. Since almost all graph neural networks
are built dependent on the Laplacian matrix, and so is the concept of “mutant as a control operation” that we
expect to be shown with the CSBASG. However, the existence of such a construct is not proven yet, and Plan
Objective 1 could be completely unachievable. In that case, there is an alternative: creating mirrored twin nodes
𝑣, 𝑣 ′ to capture the self-loops and create a ping-pong topology for the adjacency matrix, where if there is a
self-loop for 𝑣 , there will be an edge from 𝑣 to 𝑣 ′ and another nested self-loop will result in an edge from 𝑣 ′ to 𝑣 .
This is the last resort but still lays the foundation for the Tier 2 models to run. However, with a severely more
complicated graph representation and increased graph size, it consumes more resources and becomes slower.
And finally, the improved vector-of-nodes representation is still useful in these models.

• Tier 3. LLM Fine-Tuning. This is a relatively small and repeatable work utilizing the mature techniques in the
frontiers of industrial fine-tuning of any LLMs. However, it could still serve as a baseline since even the GitHub
code fine-tuned models still relatively underperform on specification languages.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. An Alloy model of a simulation of a multi-processor computer, whereas a processor can only hold a single process at a time.
The changeProcessO predicate is defined as an oracle solution for modeling that a processor changes the process running within
it over time, and changeProcess is another attempt that appears to be faulty; the corrected version is changeProcessC, which is
equivalent to changeProcessO.

The higher priority is to prove or disprove that a well-formed Laplacian matrix exists for the CSBASG with self-loops
without losing the self-loop weight information, that is, Plan Objective 1. Only could we consider the Tier 2 models
deemed to have the most potential after either a working Laplacian matrix for the CSBASG or circumventing this
problem.

QUESTIONS BY ALLISON SULLIVAN

Paper[5]: Jorge Cerqueira, Alcino Cunha, and Nuno Macedo. 2022. Timely Specification Repair for Alloy 6. In Software
Engineering and Formal Methods, Bernd-Holger Schlingloff and Ming Chai (Eds.). Springer International Publishing,
Cham, 288–303

Q1: Explain using an example how TAR works. Include a statement on what you view as the strengths and
limitations of the technique’s ability to repair models.

Consider an Alloy model written as a program scheduler on an abstract parallel computer. Each processor could execute
one program at a time and switch to the next when the program terminates, but cannot be truly idle without a process,
as shown in Fig 2. In this particular example, the faulty method changeProcess cannot cover the case where there are
two processors and three processes. When at the initial state (time 0), Process 2 is assigned to Processor 0 and Process 1
to Processor 1 (denoted (2@0, 1@1), similar below), then at time 1, (0@0, 1@1), and time 2 (1@0, 0@1). In this instance,
let p1 be Process 1, p2 be Process 0, and the variable CPU be Processor 1 in the predicate changeProcess, and let the
predicate changeProcessO to be focused the same processor and Process 1, then this condition satisfies changeProcess
but not changeProcess0; the oracle solution of Fig. 2(d) requires that the processor change its processing job at the next
cycle, but a faulty-written solution Fig.2 (b) could be evaluated True if “eventually” switch its job in the future, even if it
is a cycle later than it should be.

TAR could fix the faulty predicate changeProcess to changeProcessC with a generated mutant inside the formula,
particularly by searching over the code and replacing the unary temporal logic expression “eventually” at line 5 of the
code to another unary expression “after”, ensuring that the processor stop running process p1 at the next cycle to make
the predicate hold. TAR works relatively well in this situation, since one single replacement mutation could repair the
model to correctness. However, there are five unary operators and five binary operators in the small code segment
given here, and a near-exhausive search with a record of counterexamples only could already be tens of calls to the SAT
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solver. Since a complete mutation testing is undecidable [4] and each SAT solving is NP-complete, the performance is
expected to be even lower with larger segments of Alloy predicates.

Q2: What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses of this technique? You can use the evaluation
results to help support your observations, as well as your own insights.

The evaluation results is obviously outperforming the preexisting methods of ARepair [25] and BeAFix [7], both are
prior state-of-the-art AST mutation based methods. One of the advantages of TAR is recoding of the counterexamples
for the future use to test with mutants, which reduces an impressive number of calls to the AST solver, thus improving
the performance. However, it is still simply mutation testing based and the undecidable nature of it, any problems of
mutation testing still appears in TAR, especially combining with the NP-complete SAT solving. TAR also did not collect
a pattern of the successful repairs for a reference or a prior in tactic selection at mutation operations, making a fresh
generation on each run, which could also increase the processing time for a larger batch of faulty Alloy predicates.

Q3: One of the main goals of this work is to provide quick hints to the user to help guide them on
Alloy4Fun exercises. What limitations does this technique have that a hint generation approach using the
AlloyASG representation could solve?

One understandable problem of significance that goes with the conventional mutant-based automatic fixing is the
difficulty for training or otherwise summarizing a pattern from prior results for the future, and it also happens to be a
concern in hint generation as those mutant patches are not generalizable for a lack of comparison and explainability.
AlloyASG would allow a hint generation with an even more mutated code segment: since there is an oracle solution
and a pool of the correct answers that could be added into the database by the submission from the public domain,
it is possible to find the nearest correct answers and give a detailed list of steps that each could be represented as an
addition, removal or replacement of an edge in the ASG toward it. By giving out such a step each time the student
request a hint, it could further improve the applicability and quantity of the generated hints in an educational settings.
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